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Founder’s Story
Keith Spengel and Tom McBreen began with Northwestern Mutual nearly three decades ago. 

They both found early success and built thriving insurance practices. As the industry evolved and 
Northwestern Mutual added investment services to its platform, Keith and Tom embraced this 
change and established wealth-management businesses. Each began to notice the same gap in the 
marketplace: most successful people had thought about financial planning, but few had taken the 
time to do something about it. Perhaps they had an existing money manager, but one without the 
expertise or means to provide in-depth planning. This lack of structured financial guidance led to tax 
inefficiencies, inadequate asset allocation, ineffective distribution strategies, and incomplete estate 
planning. Keith and Tom saw such powerful results independently advising clients and helping them 
successfully weather the credit crisis that they decided to join forces and deliver even more in terms 
of scale, scope and service.

Today, Symphony Financial has grown to a team of eleven dedicated and talented financial 
professionals. Backed by Northwestern Mutual, a Fortune 500*, 160-year old company with an 
unparalleled reputation for “doing the right thing,” they offer comprehensive, custom financial 
planning that provides clarity and peace-of-mind to business executives, business owners, 
professionals, and those already in or preparing for retirement. 

* Fortune ranking as of June 2018, more here: http://beta.fortune.com/fortune500/northwestern-mutual-100
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OUR TEAM

“Plan for Tomorrow – Live for Today”
– Symphony Financial



Fee-based Financial Planning
and Wealth Management
Whether retirement looms near or remains decades away, 
there exist only two potential life outcomes: you will 
outlive your money or your money will outlive you. At 
Symphony Financial, our primary objective is to help 
ensure the latter. As financial planning experts and wealth 
management advisors, we navigate through a complex 
financial world, integrating various components of your 
financial picture to help you achieve something you may 
have thought elusive -- financial peace of mind.

Failure to plan is a plan to fail. At the core, we are planners 
dedicated to helping you maintain a lifestyle, live with 
independence and dignity, and leave behind a lasting 
legacy.  We are not economic forecasters or market timers; 
instead we are goal establishers and outcome designers, 
focused on investor returns vs. investment performance. 
We ensure you act on a plan, not react to the market. 

Why Hire Symphony?
Simply put – you are better with us in your life than without. 
We understand what matters: time in the market vs. timing 
the market, balancing financial needs and emotional wants, 
maintaining purchasing power, and distinguishing 
between volatility and risk. Our primary value stems from 
our unwavering belief that a financial plan, representing 
rationality in the face of uncertainty, is the foundation on 
which to achieve prosperity, security and the life you want 
to live and leave behind. 

We offer the direct access and personalized attention that you 
would expect from a boutique firm. We are backed by the stellar 
reputation and extensive resources of Northwestern Mutual, a 
Fortune 500* company whose insurance division is world class. 
As well as Northwestern Mutual Investment Services, a subsidiary 
of Northwestern Mutual, ranked amongst the nation's top 10 
independent broker-dealers**. Fee-based plans developed by 
Symphony Financial act under the fiduciary standard, which 
charges advisers with putting their client's best interest ahead of 
their own. 

How We do It
Our relationship model is divided into two interrelated stages: 
fee-based financial planning and wealth management.  

Our planning process involves a 3-D approach: Discover, 
Design and Deliver. We begin by asking you questions, 
many you may never have considered. Through this 
period of discovery, we get to know you as people with 
hopes, dreams and fears. We gather data to uncover 
your personal, professional and financial objectives. 
Next, we design a customized plan that includes 
specific recommendations and action steps necessary to 
achieve and maintain your goals. Finally, we deliver the 
formal written plan to you, carefully explaining the 
detailed solutions and supporting analytics. The plan 
becomes the benchmark by which to measure whether 
you are on track to accomplish your financial goals. 

Our wealth management relationship is often an 
inevitable next step to the planning process. This marks 
the beginning of a long-term relationship in which we 
Implement, Manage and Review the financial plan. For 
implementation, we utilize the most suitable products 
and investment platforms available. Managing what’s 
been implemented involves pursuing optimal outcomes 
through market fluctuations, investment opportunities, 
mitigating risk, and employing tax efficient strategies. 
During our review meeting, we update your goals, 
modify the plan accordingly, and measure performance.

What to Expect
We earn your trust by offering perspective, speaking 
the truth, and helping you adhere to your plan. With 
us by your side, you will understand and take the 
steps necessary to minimize your risk and meet your 
objectives. Steadfast in our commitment, we create 
a lifelong, multi-generational bond. Caring for you 
is always our number one priority -- we take your calls, 
return your calls and meet regularly. Our dependability, 
commitment and experience set us apart. 

Our extensive team of advisors, planners, investment 
professionals, insurance experts and administrative staff, 
possess a reservoir of industry specific know how. We 
draw on that deep knowledge to clarify, explain and 
teach. Knowledge is power and ours is yours for the 
taking. 

* Fortune ranking as of June 2018, more here: http://beta.fortune.com/fortune500/northwestern-mutual-100
** Financial Planning Magazine as of June 2017, more info here: https://news.northwesternmutual.com/2017-06-14-Northwestern-Mutual-Named-Fifth-
Largest-Independent-Broker-Dealer-on-Financial-Plannings-FP50-List
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Do You Have a Plan? 
Not just an idea in your head about your current assets and 
a hazy image of your future, but a tangible, comprehensive 
document? If not, then you are missing a critical element of 
clarity, the very foundation on which to build 
peace-of-mind.

Advisors at Symphony Financial are planning experts. Our 
decades of experience as wealth management 
professionals enable us to ask the right questions and 
assess the relevant information necessary to develop a 
thorough, customized plan that addresses your unique 
situation, needs, and goals. 

Why Have a Plan? 
Engaging in the planning process tempers emotion 
through education. Clarity and knowledge about your 
finances provide you with critical information necessary to 
make sound decisions. Equipped with a plan, you will no 
longer be stuck finding a financial professional you hope 
will do the right thing. 

We are not selling you a product when we build a plan – our 
sole goal is to figure out your goals and the most effective 
means to achieve them. Whether you eventually decide to 
implement the plan with us or take it to another advisor, you 
will have the necessary framework to get started. In 
addition, we are available on an annual renewable basis to 
adjust the plan. 

 The 3-D Planning Process 

DISCOVER: During this phase we pose strategic questions 
to uncover your vision and values and establish your 
personal, professional, and financial objectives. 
Additionally, we collect data about your supporting 
resources, current advisors and better understand the 
financial decisions you have already made.

DESIGN: We run the analytics and multiple case-scenarios 
to determine whether your objectives are aligned with your 
current resources. After analyzing strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and potential threats within each of your 
priorities, we offer detailed recommendations about how 
to minimize risks and capitalize on opportunities.

DELIVER: The end result is a clearly defined set of solutions 
and specific steps on how to implement them. It 
encompasses financial independence (retirement 
preparedness), investment management, tax management, 
risk management, estate and legacy planning, business 
succession and deferred compensation, amongst other 
types of recommendations. 

Our Philosophy 
Regardless of who invests your money, manages your 
assets, handles your taxes or gives you legal advice, you 
need a coordinated guide that illuminates where you are, 
where you hope to be one day, and how to get and stay 
there. Consider us the “architect” you hire to develop a 
blueprint for your financial future. 

By choosing to create a financial plan, you will embark on 
an educational and rewarding experience, one that delivers 
clarity and accountability for what lies ahead. The plan itself 
represents an unwavering commitment to sound financial 
fundamentals necessary to weather turbulent markets, 
mitigate risk, and strategically plan for your future. 

FEE-BASED FINANCIAL PLANNING



Consider your financial plan a blueprint of your dream 
home. Will you trust just anyone to build it? Or will you 
hire a proven general contractor, one familiar with your 
vision, who uses the finest materials and employs the 
most skilled workers...
Transitioning from planning to implementation requires 
the expertise of an experienced professional team. Our 
wealth management relationship involves working 
collaboratively with you to bring your custom plan to life, 
marking the beginning of a long term, goal-focused, 
plan-driven partnership. 
 
Why Enter a Wealth
Management Relationship? 
Because you have engaged in our financial planning 
process, you already understand how to achieve your 
objectives. Now, you need to take the necessary action 
steps to achieve them.

Our value extends far deeper than financial planning, it 
stems from the trusted relationship we build together. 
Our commitment to you and your plan never wavers -- we 
help you remain objective, disciplined, informed and 
on-track so you can realize your goals.

  The Wealth Management Process

IMPLEMENT: During this phase we choose specific 
financial instruments, selecting amongst risk-based 
offerings and investment solutions. We help determine 
tax efficiencies, asset allocation and diversification, 
investment locations, create a retirement income stream, 
transition assets and more. We help ensure your 
investment management, tax  management, risk man-
agement, estate and legacy planning recommendations 
are carried out and firmly in place. We create a portfolio 
comprised of diversified positions which, historically 
speaking, have provided the long term returns your plan 
requires, designed to offset the erosion of purchasing 
power and provide enough money for you to retire com-
fortably and leave a legacy.

MANAGE: This is our “behind-the-scenes” work. In 
addition to regularly monitoring the actions steps we’ve 
taken during implementation, we are heavily immersed in 
research, wealth management study, and industry 
involvement. We look for market trends and areas of 
opportunity to help maximize your results. When 
questions arise, we are here for you and we also reach out 
with reassurance and explanations when there are major 
market shifts.

REVIEW: As an advisory client we touch base with you 
regularly. At our annual review, we go over the specific 
savings, investment, and protective measures in your 
plan, revisit your short, mid and long-term goals and 
confirm you are on track to succeed. We also reassess 
your current situation and determine whether 
circumstances or commitments in your life warrant 
modifying the plan. Review is an essential part of the 
advisory process, necessary to keep you aligned with 
your plan and your plan aligned with you.
  
Our Philosophy 
Engaging in a wealth management relationship with 
Symphony Financial guarantees your financial plan is 
activated, overseen, adhered to and regularly updated. 
During times of market instability or when life throws an 
unexpected curve, we are here for you, remaining resolute 
in helping you stay the course and avoid the behavioral 
mistakes that so often jeopardize long-term results. 

Ultimately, your satisfaction is our own. The journey we 
take together and the relationship we build with one 
another is more than just a professional arrangement. It is 
a bond based on trust, respect, commitment to a plan, 
and a shared desire to see your dreams realized.

WEALTH MANAGEMENT



All investments carry some level of risk including the potential loss of principal invested. No investment strategy can guarantee a profit or protect against loss. Past performance is no 
guarantee of future results. Wealth Management Advisors do not give tax advice. Taxpayers should seek advice based on their particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor.

Symphony Financial is a marketing name for Keith Spengel and Thomas G. McBreen in their capacity as representatives of Northwestern Mutual and is not a legal business name. 
Northwestern Mutual is the marketing name for The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, Milwaukee, WI (NM), (life and disability insurance, annuities, and life insurance with 
long-term care benefits) and its subsidiaries. Keith Spengel and Thomas G. McBreen are Representatives of Northwestern Mutual Wealth Management Company® (NMWMC) , Milwaukee, 
WI (fiduciary and fee-based financial planning services), a subsidiary of NM and limited purpose federal savings bank. Representatives are Insurance Agents of NM and Northwestern Long 
Term Care Insurance Company, Milwaukee, WI, (long-term care insurance) a subsidiary of NM, and Registered Representatives of Northwestern Mutual Investment Services, LLC (NMIS) 
(securities), a subsidiary of NM, registered investment adviser, broker-dealer and member FINRA and SIPC. Keith Spengel CA License: #0B93599 Thomas McBreen CA License # 0H05188
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